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Let's learn together about natural Disasters

Romanian Caritas Confederation

Foreword
For the little ones...
Dear children!
Have you heard about floods, earthquakes, fires or landslides? Have
you seen such events on TV or experienced them yourselves?
Herman the hermit crab has seen it all in his life. He found out at
his own loss what it means to have one's house destroyed by wind,
flooded or burnt down in a fire. Now Herman has a lot to talk about…
First of all he wants us to avoid experiencing what he did.
Unfortunately, disasters can happen anytime, but we can be prepared.
Those who know what might happen, how they can protect themselves
and what has to be done when disaster strikes, are much less affected.
In some cases, it can be a matter of life and death.
Herman invites us to learn together with him. Let's study this brochure,
fill in the exercises and become as well prepared for emergency
situations as Herman is.

For the grown-ups...
Dear parents, grandparents, teachers!
The last few years have shown us that nobody can consider themselves
safe from natural disasters. Floods and landslides have affected many
regions of Romania, however in the future even a major earthquake
might happen.
Disasters as such cannot be totally avoided, but we ca be prepared,
we can know what lies ahead, how we can protect ourselves and what
should be done in case a disaster strikes.
The aim of this brochure is to inform and prepare children for various
emergency situations. There are many exercises which will be an
incentive for our children to become interested and to become aware
of the risks around them.
However, children will not manage on their own. There are many
subjects to be discussed with them, sometimes needing some extra
information. Please support the children from your family of class and
go through all the chapters of this brochure with them. Thus we can
all be better prepared, we can face natural disasters and other
unwanted events much more easily.
The Caritas Team

Caritas is a humanitarian organization of the Catholic Church. There are 162 member organizations which work
in over 200 countries and regions. In Romania there are 6 Roman-Catholic Caritas organizations: Alba-Iulia,
Timişoara, Bucureşti, Oradea, Iaşi, Satu-Mare and 5 Greek-Catholic Caritas organizations: Blaj, Cluj, Oradea,
Maramureş, Lugoj.
The Romanian Caritas organizations offer social service and humanitarian programs on a non-discriminative
basis for all people in need of support.
The Romanian Caritas Confederation was created due to the need of the Romanian Caritas organizations to have a
national and international forum, meant to represent and protect the interest of the social charity promoted by
them. The Romanian Caritas Confederation is a continuous national and international lobbying instrument, being
the representative of its members, striving for the cooperation with other organizations, regardless their
nationality, their religious or political affiliation.
The Romanian Caritas Confederation is working on several projects of national interest, among which “The
Emergency Situation Intervention program”.

HERMAN, P.I.C. AND THE HUNT
FOR A DISASTER-PROOF SHELL
Hello. I'm
Herman and I'm a hermit crab. I
know what you're thinking.
Hermit crabs can't talk! We can
talk, although we usually just talk
quietly among ourselves.
But I'm speaking up now because
I have a story to tell. I've
learned a lot since I was a little
hermit crab searching for my first
shell. Let me tell you about it.
First, did you know that hermit crabs aren't born with a
shell? When we're still just little hermit crabs our
parents send us out to select a shell. It's not hard for us to find one. There
are shells all around for us to choose from.
I was given this advice: Don't get one too small or too big! I thought that was all I
needed to know.
My first shell was not too small or too big. It fit me just right. I liked the color and
thought I'd live in that shell for a long time. Finding a good shell was easy.
I was wrong!

Nu mult după
Not long after I got my first shell, a terrible wind started blowing. I
could hear the wind howling outside my shell. It was loud and I had to
hold tight to a branch. I got deep in my shell and figured I was safe.
Then, before I knew it, something terrible happened...
My shell blew right off! I never saw it again!

The wind was very strong and I had not taken any
action to protect my house. When the storm died down, I had no choice but to
search for a new, and hopefully better, shell. Soon, I found a new shell. I liked it a
lot. This would be a good home, I thought. This time, though, I would make sure it
stayed on during strong winds!
I applied hurricane straps and took other steps to protect my shell from the wind. I
was very happy. My new home was snug and safe.
Or so I thought.
Then one day, a terrible rain fell. It rained and rained. It seemed like days went by. I
stayed in my shell and was warm and dry - for a while. Then the water rose and the
next thing I knew my neighborhood was under water!
And then the
was a mess and I
new one again.

floodwaters swept into my shell and covered it in mud! It
wasn't happy about it! I had to leave my shell and look for a

bet you didn't know being a hermit crab
was this much trouble!
I was determined to learn my lessons well and pick the
perfect shell. And this time, I took steps to protect it
from high winds and floods. I was happy again. No
hurricane, no tornado and no flood could damage my
shell.
Being a hermit crab wasn't so bad after all!

All was well for a while. Then one day the ground shook. The
ground rumbled and shifted underneath me. I didn't know what to do! I
stayed in my shell and hoped for the best. But it was not to be. Things began
to tumble around me and something landed on me. There was a huge crack
in my shell and suddenly I could see outside!
This was terrible and I was very mad. Why did things keep happening?

So when I went looking for yet another new shell, I made sure:
It was not too big
- It was not too small
- It was windproof
It was flood proof and
It was earthquake proof.
I checked and double-checked my shell. I read reports that taught me how
to become disaster resistant. Some of the things were simple and others
were a bit harder and I had to ask for help. But all in all, it wasn't
difficult. And it was well worth the time and trouble.
Finally I was safe in my shell. The wind blew hard, but my shell stayed on.
The high water came, but my shell stayed dry and when the ground shook,
my shell stayed in one piece.
Being a hermit crab was good again. I settled down to have a nice life. How
could I know what was ahead?

I was having a barbecue with some of my
friends. It was a nice summer day and we were
having a good time. All of a sudden, my shell
caught on fire.
I didn't have a fire extinguisher and I had not
taken precautions to cut back dry brush
around my neighborhood. I had to run out of
my shell and leave it behind! It was a total loss.
I was very sad.
My special shell, which I had worked so hard
on, was ruined yet again.

So this time, when I looked for my
new shell, I made sure it was:
- Not too big
- Not too small
- Windproof
- Waterproof
- Earthquake proof and
- Fireproof.

And I knew I was safe and had learned my lessons well. My shell was
completely disaster resistant!
But then I realized that other hermit crabs didn't know what I had learned.
And other people - like you - didn't know what I had learned either.
That's why I'm speaking out. I had learned about the importance of being
disaster proof.
Now I call myself Herman, P.I.C. - Particularly Important Crab. And I travel
around telling everyone about preventing disaster damage.
You can join me. Find out what disasters might happen in your neighborhood
and then find out how to make your home, yourself and your family safe.
Now I have to go. There are many people out there who don't know about
Protecting themselves against disasters. But help me spread the word. Tell
everyone about my story.
And the next time you see a hermit crab, you could stop and whisper "Hello." It
just might be me!

Fortunately, we do not
have to manage on our
own. There are a lot of
people, institutions and
organizations that come
to our help.

Ambulance service:
They transport injured and sick
people to the hospital and provide
first aid.
Name at least three situations when
The ambulance service intervenes:

Firefighters:
They put out fires, but also save
people and goods in other
emergency situations.
Name at least three situations
when the firefighters intervene:

The Army:
It intervenes after disasters, if heavy
equipment and many people are necessary.
Name at least three situations
when the army intervenes:

Local Authorities:
They take the necessary measures to
evacuate in case of a disaster and
support the affected population.
Name at least three situations
when the local authorities intervene:

Organisations:
(for example Caritas):
They distribute aid, but also offer
medical aid and counseling.
Name at least three situations
when organizations intervene:
If you need help but don't
find an adult to help you,
call:

112
(Unique number for emerngency situations)

Natural Disasters have become a
Frequent Phenomenon in Romania

Several houses destroyed and 3 persons dead
in Maramureş, summer of 2008

In 2007 there were 13,500 fires in Romanian

160 houses were severely damaged by landslides
in Seciuri, Gorj county, in 2006

In the spring of 2006, the Danube flooded
several villages in Dolj county.
Over 1,000 families were left without a home.

Floods in 5 counties, summer of 2008

Vadu Roşca a village almost entirely destroyed in 2005

16 people died during the floods
in Harghita county in August 2005

Only in the village of Apă Asău over 45 houses were
destroyed during the floods in 2005
The village of Ostrov in 2006:
The Danube destroyed over 120 houses

On the 4th of March 1977 a powerful
earthquake struck Bucharest. 1,500 people died.
150,000 apartments were destroyed or damaged.

Floods
Floods are the most frequent disasters in Romania and can be caused by heavy
rainfall, the melting of snow or the breaking of dikes and dams. There are
several types of floods: field floods and flash floods. Flash floods happen very
fast in a short time. The water has a huge force of destruction, sweeping every
obstacle in its way (buildings, bridges, railway sections, etc.). These are common in
mountainous areas. Field floods are slower and usually develop over several
days.

If you are warned about a possible flood, or you just
fear that one might happen, talk to your parents or
an adult.
l If the local authorities (the town hall, the police, etc.)
announce that the town has to be evacuated, take your
documents, money and emergency kit with you. Listen to the
authorities if they announce that the town must be
evacuated.
l If you are taken by surprise by the floods, try to get to higher
ground (a hill). If you don't have time to get there, then go
upstairs, in the attick or even on the roof.
l Avoid getting into the water. As the water is dirty, you can't see
what lies in it and you might stumble upon sharp objects. 20
cm high running water can wash away even an adult.
l After floods, water from the wells is not drinkable anymore.
Drink water only from safe sources. That is bottled water or
water distributed by the authorities.
l

Exercise:
The village you can see in the image on
the next page has been affected by
floods. Fill in the blanks on the image
and say what is happening.

Floods Exercise

Earthquakes
Earthquakes are sudden shakings or shocks of the earth's surface.
The external layer of the earth is made up of mobile tectonic
plates. The movement of the plates is uneven, creating a tension
along the edges until they tear, and the plates start to balance.
The created energy results in bigger or smaller earthquakes.
The main earthquake is followed by smaller ones. These happen as
the torn bedrock starts to settle into a stable position.
Most of the times, you can tell it's an earthquake by the “light”
movements of the ground. You can notice that hanging plants
balance or objects fall off the shelves. Sometimes, you might even
hear a noise or feel a sudden jolt or jog.

Remember:
Drop, Cover and hold on!

lIf

you are indoors, get away from the windows, hide
under the table and don't run outside!

lIf

you are outdoors, run away from bulidings, posts and
electricity poles, towards an open space (schoolyard,
parking lot, field, park) and stay crouched!

l

If you are at school, hide under a bench and listen to your
teachers.

l

After the earthquake, if you can, look for an adult. If you
are stuck and did not manage to get out, listen and answer
to those who come to your rescue.

There are many ways you can avoid the
dangers of an earthquake:
- High furniture and heavy objects
hanging on the wall/ceiling should be
well fixed
- You should know the safe places in your
house
- You shouldn't put heavy object on high
shelves (flower pots, etc.)
- The bed should not be under the window

Hunt for dangerous objects
Look for such dangerous objects in your home. Write next to the drawing where
you can find it. Talk to your parents about ways to make your home safe.
High shelves and libraries

Boiler

Mirrors on the wall

Plants hanging from the ceiling

Heavy painting above the bed

Heavy objects above the bed

Lamp above the bed

Heavy objects on shelves on the wall

Candelabra on the ceiling

Draw the plan of your home. Mark with red all the dangerous places and
objects. Mark with green the places where you are safe in case of an earthquake.

Landslides
Landslides are slow or sudden displacements of the soil on a slope. The
crumbling of the soil happens step by step. The onset of landslides may sometimes
be very long, other times very short. Most of the times, landslides happen after
heavy rainfall or when snow melts very fast.
On steep slopes, the earth moves with high speed, destroying everything in its
way, even houses. That is why landslides lead to massive disasters, including loss
of human lives.
Landslides are caused by the following factors: water, deforestation,
earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, etc.
In Romania, landslides are frequent phenomena and can happen almost
everywhere.

Do not disregard the signs of warning. These may
appear long time before the landslide happens.
Singns of warning:
New cracks in the wall coating, bricks or foundation
Torn electric wires, fallen to the ground
Bent or fallen fences, posts and trees
Unusual noises that become stronger ( the noise made by
trees breaking or rocks bumping against each other)
Superficial slides (when the thickness of the soil displaced
from the slope is less that 1.5 m)

l
l
l
l
l

l

l

l

l

l

If you noticed the signs of warning, tell
your parents or an adult.
If you are indoors, hide under the table or
sumething resistant and stay still until all
the movements have ceased!
If you are outdoors, run from the sliding
earth to higher ground!
If you can't run, crouch and protect your
head!
Beware of the affected area because the soil
may slide again during the first few hours
or days after the first slides!

Fires
Fires are frequent and dangerous events. In 2008 in
Romania there were 15.530 fires (where firefighters
were involved). 294 people died and over 480 people
were injured or intoxicated from smoke.

If you are taken by surprise by a fire:

 Get away from the fire and call for help!
l Do not try to put the fire out!
l If you are in a room with a lot of smoke, stay
as close as possible to the floor to avoid
suffocation!
l If you try to get out of the house, walk close
to the walls to avoid being hurt if the
ceiling falls!
l Close the door of the room where the fire is
because fresh air keeps the fire burning.
l Never hide!
l If you managed to get out, stay outside, do
not go back for your toys!
l

Most of fires are caused by carelessness or because one does not comply with some
basic rules. Write next to the drawings the situations which must necessarily be
avoided:

Don't forget: If your clothes caught fire:

„Stop, throw yourself to the ground and roll”

Disasters often happen unannounced. We don't always
have signs of early warning. But we can start thinking about what
might happen in our town. There are regions in Romania where some
disasters are quite frequent. For instance, when our house is in a
valley, by a river, it is much more likely to be affected by floods than if
it were on a hill. There are areas where earthquakes are more
frequent, in others there are different dangers.
It is very important to know what dangers might affect our town and
our house. If we know what might happen, we can be better prepared.
Let's find out together what might happen in our town!

An important sign for a present danger is a disaster
that happened in the past in the town you live in.
Talk to your parents or grandparents and ask them
to tell you about this.
Here is what I found out about the disasters in my
town:

Try to find out about other dangers in your town. Talk about them at school,
ask your parents and talk to other people who might know.

Disaster

Likelihood
Less

Floods
Earthquakes
Landslides
Fires
Dangerous storms
Snow drifts
Accidents
Others

More

Describe

Our Town
A plan of our town can help us very much in finding the dangers and the
dangerous areas. Such a plan is called a risk map. A map shows us exactly where
the danger comes from (for example a river, rivulet, a hill which is already
sliding, a dangerous road) and which are the most affected areas. But not only
that. The plan can also show where we can find shelter, where are the safe areas
and where the help comes from.
We can prepare together such a map. First of all, you have to know your town very
well. Take a walk on all the streets and observe carefully everything important.
This can be done in a small group of only a few children. On a large sheet of paper
you can draw the town: first the streets and water flows, then the important
buildings. Draw all the dangers and dangerous areas on your map. If you need
help, ask an adult.
At the end search also for the safe places, the places where you can take shelter in
case of a danger and the paths that lead you there.
When you have finished the big map, you can draw a small copy here.

We are getting ready - The family plan and the emergency kit
Write a plan
When a disaster strikes we must act very quickly. Often in such situations people
panic and are not able to think clearly. That is why it is important to think
about what needs to be done, now that we have time and we are calm. You have
already received “Our plan”. There you can write all the information you need to
be ready. You can post your plan in a place in the house where everyone can see it.
To fill in the plan, it would be good to meet with all the members of the family
and discuss all the questions in the form. If you have the right answer, write it
directly in the form.
A very important issue is how we find each other after a disaster. It would be very
good to know by heart the answers to the following questions, but the cards
which we must keep with us can also help.
Where will we meet after a disaster?
It is possible that not all of you are at home when a disaster strikes. If you
cannot meet at home (because, for example, your house was flooded), you will
find each other easily in case you established beforehand a common meeting
place.
How do we get into contact, in case we cannot meet at the meeting place?
In case the entire village was evacuated or if a member of the family is out of
town, it is useful to have a person living in another town (preferably in a
different county) that you can call to ask about the rest of the family. Establish
the right person and write all contact details in the plan.

You have already learnt a lot
about disasters. You know what a flood, an
earthquake, a landslide or a fire is. And, more
important, you know what to do to protect
yourselves in such situations.
I have also told you about what happened to me.
Now is it time for you to get ready. Go on, talk to
your family, write your plan and prepare your
emergency situation kit.

The emergency kit
I n e m e r g e n c y
situations it is possible to be
i s ol at e d f or s e v e r a l day s
without help, or you have to
leave your house in a hurry. For
such cases it is important to
have an emergency situation kit
with al the essential things for
your survival.
Write down all the things absolutely necessary in an
emergency situation and underline with red everything
you would take with you in a backpack, if you must leave
your house:

Clothes

Food

Personal care

Safety equipment

Talk to your parents about the emergency kit and where you will
keep the items. The entire family can help prepare the kit!

Crossword Puzzle
1

2
4

3
5

9

8

7

6

10
11

12

13
15

14

18

16

17

19

20
21

Calamity or natural disaster: (1)
Place prepared for evacuated people: (2)
They occur after heavy rainfall: (3)
Every family must prepare an: (5) (4)
Flash floods cause: (6)
Construction to avoid floods: (7)
The character from the story is looking for a (8)
20 cm high running water can wash away even an (9 - horizontal)
Saving people injured in disasters and accidents ambulance (9 - vertical)
In winter floods occur due to (10)
In emergency situations people are often (11)
A massive snow slide is called an (12)
Tragic event with disastrous consequences: (13) (19)
To be prepared for a disaster, you should have a family (14)
Floods that happen over a short period of time are called (15 - horizontal)
The unsupervised setting alight of rubbish can lead to a (15 - vertical)
The crab from the story (16)
Dangerous storm during winter: (17)
Liquid for putting out fires: (18)
Event caused by the movement of tectonic plates: (20)
Icy rains: (21)
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